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For over 35 years, AHI Associates has provided quality staff training through our integrated
courses. Our courses are unique because participants are engaged and interact with other
professionals, regardless of the course format: group live or group Internet based..
There are no shortcuts to the depth of knowledge and understanding provided by these courses.
Participants not only learn the tasks and skills, but also the foundation of “why things are done.”
It’s a deeper level of training.
Firms and participants receive the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

GREATER commitment and motivation
SUPERIOR staff retention
IMPROVED competence and performance
INCREASED earning potential
MAXIMIZED firm profits
BETTER quality work

Better trained people stay longer, have more confidence, do better quality work and are
promoted faster.
All AHI courses are compliant with the NASBA standards for participant engagement.
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Courses for CPA Firm Professionals
AHI Associates provides staff training for CPA firm professionals through five integrated
courses:
Level I:
Level II:
Level III:
Level IV:
Level V:

Basic
Semi-Senior
Beginning In-Charge
Supervisory: Management and Leadership Essentials
Supervisory Plus: Advanced Management and Leadership Essentials

Courses are offered on 1, 2, or 3-day basis depending on your needs. Levels I through III focus
on the theory behind audits, reviews, compilations, and financial statement preparation
engagements. At AHI we believe that by understanding the “why” behind the procedures, new
staff will be prepared for all types of engagements that will arise in their career. Participants
apply these concepts to realistic case scenarios, with a focus on understanding the process
rather than the format. At AHI, our goal is to develop thinkers, not just doers. Our Levels I
through III courses are designed especially for any staff who will be performing audits, reviews,
compilations, or financial statement preparation engagements.
Levels IV and V are soft skills training courses that will benefit both the person attending and
their firm. Topics covered include time/priority management, leadership communication skills,
motivation, supervision, helping the firm grow, coaching and developing staff, leading others,
career advising, mentoring others, and adding new clients through referrals. AHI soft skills
training will help improve efficiency, make managers and senior managers more effective
with others, and increase the firm’s bottom line. This is accomplished as managers and senior
managers learn ways to spend their time helping the firm provide more services to new and
existing clients. These two courses are applicable for all departments (i.e. audit, tax, consulting,
and accounting services) and are geared toward people with significant supervision and
management responsibilities.
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1-Day Leadership Courses – All Professionals
AHI Associates provides management and leadership training for all professionals through
our two integrated 1-day courses:
Management and Leadership Essentials
This 1-day leadership course is designed to help professionals develop the management and
leadership skills necessary for successful careers. Participants will learn strategies to help
their organizations through training and retaining good people with effective leadership,
communication, motivation, supervision, evaluation, and coaching strategies. Finally, participants
will learn how to promote their organizations to existing and prospective customers/clients.
Advanced Management and Leadership Essentials
This 1-day leadership course was built as a next-stage learning program beyond the nontechnical
people management awareness covered in AHI’s first course for all professionals, Management
and Leadership Essentials. This course is designed to enable managers at the mid-to-upper
levels of organizations to continue developing management and leadership skills necessary to
be successful in their organizations. Topics covered highlight the leadership skills and situations
that are common for higher-level managers in today’s professional environment. Participants will
be encouraged to examine and challenge their beliefs and approaches to managing and leading
people.
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Course Format Options - Three Flexible Solutions!
Group Live Option – Our Gold Standard!
Participants are fully engaged and work in small groups throughout the
course, with a discussion leader on site to facilitate the course. AHI has been
providing our gold standard courses for over 35 years and they are simply the
best in the business!
Group Internet Based Option – An Exciting Expansion of our Gold
Standard!
What started out as a temporary solution to COVID-19 turned into a new
segment of our business: Group Internet Based learning. Using virtual
platforms that allow for small group break-out sessions, we have been able
to successfully convert our group live courses to a virtual format. We are
excited to keep this new format for 2021 and beyond. Having virtual learning in our toolkit allows us
to tailor our courses for specific clients, including smaller clients who may choose to join together
for a larger and more cost effective online course rather than hold separate courses with lower
enrollments.
2-Day, Blended Learning Option
As in prior years, we continue to offer our blended
learning option. Using this format, three days
of content is delivered in two days of class
attendance. Out-of-class work involves pre-course
reading materials, case assignments, and various
assessments (e.g. quizzes, discussion notes, etc.). The blended learning option results in fewer days
away from the office, reduced discussion leader fees and expenses, and more control and flexibility
in earning CPE credits.
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Courses for CPA Firm Professionals - Overview
Basic – Level l
(0-12 months of experience)

Semi-Senior – Level II
(1-2 years of experience)

Subjects Covered

Subjects Covered
•
•
•
•
•

Satisfy client and CPA firm needs
Apply analytical procedures
Conduct small audits
Perform review service engagements
Draft financial statements and
footnotes
• Improve corporate tax knowledge

•
•
•
•
•
•

Role of new staff
Understanding audit objectives
Working paper techniques/cash
Analytical procedures
Compilation and review services
Tax recognition and research
techniques
• Auditing/reviewing selected accounts

Beginning In-Charge – Level III
(2-3 years of experience)

Supervisory: Management and
Leadership Essentials – Level IV
(4+ years of experience)

Subjects Covered
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subjects Covered

What is expected of the In-charge
Plan engagements
Assess risk and materiality
Nonstatistical audit sampling
Meet client needs
Complete engagements
Review assistants’ work
Supervision

•
•
•
•
•

Expectations of the supervisor
Managing self and priorities
Improving communication skills
Human motivation
Supervising, evaluating, and coaching
staff
• Helping the CPA firm to grow

Supervisory Plus: Advanced Management and Leadership Essentials – Level V
(5+ years of experience)
Subjects Covered
•
•
•
•
•

Expectations of manager and senior manager
Managing self and priorities
Building leadership communication skills
Leading others: coaching and developing staff
Helping the firm grow
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Basic Staff Training – Level I
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To improve inexperienced staff members’ knowledge, skills and attitude, and to enable them to
be more productive and profitable on audits, reviews and compilations.
ROLE OF NEW STAFF (2.4 Hours)
After recognizing that “taking the total service approach” is the key to growth, participants
identify ways in which new staff can contribute to the success of their clients and their firm.
UNDERSTANDING AUDIT OBJECTIVES (1 Hour)
Through guided discussion, participants identify the major steps in the audit process and
the alternatives that are available throughout the process. Audit objectives are identified
and discussed. Discussion includes the nature of the circumstances under which analytical
procedures, tests of controls, tests of transactions, and test of balances are performed.
WORKING PAPER TECHNIQUES/CASH (3 Hours)
In a session scheduled on the first day of the program, participants critique a set of working
papers in an area that they are familiar with - cash. Participants first identify the most common
deficiencies found in the working papers of new staff. Then, through guided discussion and
exposure to proper audit schedules, participants learn the most practical means of overcoming
these deficiencies. In the process, participants become aware of the characteristics and
benefits of using engagement management software. Techniques developed in this session are
reinforced throughout the course.
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES (4 Hours)
Guided discussion is used to introduce participants to the purposes served and the fundamental
techniques employed in performing analytical procedures. Participants are assigned a case
study in which they utilize these techniques to first identify and then follow up on all accounts
that have a high risk of being materially misstated.
COMPILATION AND REVIEW SERVICES (4 Hours)
Participants identify and discuss different levels of assurance and responsibility associated with
financial statement preparation engagements, compilations, reviews, and audits. Minimum
levels of knowledge required in performing compilations and reviews are identified. Discussion
includes procedures performed on compilations and reviews and the circumstances under
which they are performed.
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Participants are given an unadjusted trial balance taken from the books of a closely-held
corporation, along with selected information about certain accounts. Utilizing this information,
small groups of participants identify accounts needing possible adjustments, and prepare
adjusting entries that will teach the preparation of financial statements in accordance with GAAP.
TAX RECOGNITION AND RESEARCH TECHNIQUES (2.4 Hours)
The two objectives of this session are to improve each participant’s skills at (1) identifying
situations common to small and medium sized clients that have tax implications and (2)
performing noncomplex tax research to resolve questions associated with each situation.
Working with the same small company case used in the Compilation and Review Services
module, participants first identify numerous situations with tax implications and then perform
basic tax research to either resolve each tax question or recommend more in depth research.
AUDITING/REVIEWING SELECTED ACCOUNTS (7.2 Hours)
In several sessions devoted to various balance sheet accounts, emphasis is placed on (1)
identifying the audit and/or review objectives applicable to a given account and (2) designing
and implementing those procedures that will, in the most efficient and effective manner,
provide sufficient evidence to meet the specified objectives. Small group case analysis is used to
help participants improve the skills they need in effectively and efficiently auditing receivables,
payables, and inventories.
DELIVERY METHOD/RECOMMENDED CREDITS = Group Live, Group Internet Based, or Blended, 24 hr.
(Note: accredited CPE hours may vary from one accrediting agency to another).
RECOMMENDED STAFF EXPERIENCE: 0 to 12 months*.
*Note: the experience level is only a guideline; actual experience levels may vary.
MATERIALS NEEDED:
AHI course materials (provided), calculator, and device for completing online tax research or a
hard copy tax research guide. For Group Internet Based: reliable Internet access, a webcam, and
a microphone for participating in group discussions.
PROGRAM LEVEL/RECOMMENDED FIELDS OF STUDY:
Level = Basic; Fields of Study = Auditing = 15 hr., Accounting = 4.2 hr., Business Management &
Organization = 2.4 hr., and Taxes = 2.4 hr.
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Semi-Senior Staff Training – Level II

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To enable more experienced staff to complete smaller audits, reviews and compilations with
minimum supervision and maximum profitability.
SATISFY CLIENT AND CPA FIRMS NEEDS (3.6 Hours)
The objective of this session is to identify ways to maintain and improve good communication
with clients and partners. Actual practice situations involving poor communication are utilized.
APPLY ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES (3 Hours)
This session emphasizes the value and uses of analytical procedures for audit and review
services and how these tests can be used to help a client run their business better as a part of a
client service-oriented approach. Participants will learn how to correctly apply SSARS and SAS
requirements to clients through several cases covering ratio analysis and analytical procedures.
CONDUCT SMALL AUDITS (3.6 Hours)
Previous lessons about the financial accounting process, transaction cycles and the nature of
generally accepted accounting principles are reinforced and applied to the audit of a small client.
Understanding the client and its environment; assessing control risk, inherent risk and risk of
fraud; linking assessed risks to resulting evidence; designing the most efficient audit approach;
and making management suggestions on small jobs are all addressed in the case applications.
PERFORM REVIEW SERVICE ENGAGEMENTS (6.6 Hours)
In this session, participants explore both the SSARS requirements and the practical problems
encountered in applying them to reviews and compilations. A major case study is used to
help participants understand differences in the nature and extent of procedures necessary for
completing reviews and compilations. This includes analytical procedures, working papers, and
common GAAP problems. Participants will also learn how to use review service engagement
forms and checklists more effectively.
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DRAFT FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND FOOTNOTES (3.6 Hours)
Participants review and recommend changes in the format, terminology and account groupings
for a set of financial statements included in a major case study. Group discussion emphasizes
adherence to firm policies and utilization of professional judgment in adapting to varying
circumstances. Using a reporting checklist, small groups of participants organize and outline
the contents of footnotes for the financial statements in the case study. Participants evaluate
an independent accountant’s review report using facts contained in the case materials. They
also complete an engagement reporting exercise to become familiar with the different types of
reports needed under varying circumstances.
IMPROVE CORPORATE TAX KNOWLEDGE (3.6 Hours)
Completion of the major case in this module requires that participants identify and resolve
numerous tax issues in order to determine a small business client’s tax liability for the year. Other
cases in the module require that participants solve problems involving unethical tax return
preparation, methods of depreciating assets, and determining the appropriate form of business
organization.
DELIVERY METHOD/RECOMMENDED CREDITS = Group Live , Group Internet Based, or Blended, 24 hr.
(Note: accredited CPE hours may vary from one accrediting agency to another).
RECOMMENDED STAFF EXPERIENCE: 1 to 2 years and at least one tax season*.
* Note: the experience level is only a guideline; actual experience levels may vary.
MATERIALS NEEDED:
AHI course materials (provided), calculator, and a device for completing online tax research or a
hard copy tax research guide. For Group Internet Based: reliable Internet access, a webcam, and
a microphone for participating in group discussions.
PROGRAM LEVEL/RECOMMENDED FIELDS OF STUDY:
Level = Intermediate Fields of Study = Auditing = 7.2 hr., Accounting = 9.6 hr., Business
Management & Organization = 3.6 hr., and Taxes = 3.6 hr.
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Beginning In-Charge Staff Training - Level III
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To enable staff to advance more quickly to higher levels of responsibility and to become more
profitable to their firms by helping them to better plan and efficiently complete audits, supervise
staff, review working papers and interact with partners and clients.
WHAT IS EXPECTED OF THE IN-CHARGE (2.4 Hours)
Participants first build a composite list of the responsibilities of an effective in-charge based
on their firms’ practices. The list is then used as a basis for discussing the kinds of actions that
participants can take to improve their chances for achieving success in their firms.
PLAN ENGAGEMENTS (5.4 Hours)
The in-charge’s responsibilities for engagement planning are the focal points for this session.
The steps that should be followed in proper planning are identified through the use of a case.
This is followed by a discussion of the deterrents to planning that exist in actual practice and
identification of ways to partially or fully overcome the deterrents. Emphasis in the planning
session is how to plan more effectively in order to improve the quality and efficiency of the
engagement.
ASSESS RISK AND MATERIALITY (3.6 Hours)
The major case in this module requires participants to (1) determine planning and performance
materiality (2) assess engagement risk, inherent risk and control risk and then (3) link these
results to the audit procedures needed to reduce detection risk for specific accounts to an
appropriate level. Emphasis is placed on minimizing engagement cost while still performing
a high-quality audit. The final case requires participants to assess the risk of fraud, including
conducting a fraud brainstorming session for a typical client.
NONSTATISTICAL AUDIT SAMPLING (2.4 Hours)
Nonstatistical audit sampling concepts are typically difficult for participants to apply in audit
engagements. This module begins with a discussion on properly applying auditing standards. In a
case continued from the previous module, participants practice making correct sampling decisions
for the audit of one major financial statement account. The final case illustrates the concept of
projecting sample misstatements to the population, including the consideration of sampling error.
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MEET CLIENT NEEDS (1.8 Hours)
One purpose of this session is to illustrate the four primary elements of effective selling and how
these elements can be used by in-charges to help the firm sell additional services to existing
clients. A general discussion is held about how to use management letters as a client relations
and sales tool.
COMPLETE ENGAGEMENTS (2.4 Hours)
Inexperienced in-charges typically have difficulty completing an engagement. This session is
designed to give participants ideas and teach them how to improve their performance in this
area. Early problem identification, tying up loose ends throughout the engagement, early review
of assistants’ work, and self-review are all stressed as ways to reduce difficulties with completing
the engagement.
REVIEW ASSISTANTS’ WORK (3 Hours)
This session emphasizes identifying objectives and developing a methodology in reviewing
assistants’ work. Early review, proper documentation and effective communication of review
comments are essential parts of the discussion. A major case provides practice in reviewing a
section of a set of working papers.
SUPERVISION (3 Hours)
Supervision and motivation of assistants is introduced in this program to help participants
understand the importance of good supervision and to teach them some on-the-job supervision
techniques. Fundamental characteristics of good supervisors and common characteristics found
in poor supervisors are identified through a series of short case studies.
DELIVERY METHOD/RECOMMENDED CREDITS: Group Live, Group Internet Based, or Blended, 24 hr.
(Note: accredited CPE hours may vary from one accrediting agency to another).
RECOMMENDED STAFF EXPERIENCE: 2 to 3 years*.
*Note: the experience level is only a guideline; actual experience may vary.
MATERIALS NEEDED:
AHI course materials (provided), and calculator. For Group Internet Based: reliable Internet
access, a webcam, and a microphone for participating in group discussions.
PROGRAM LEVEL/RECOMMENDED FIELDS OF STUDY:
Intermediate; Auditing – 16.8 hr., Business Management & Organization – 7.2 hr.
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Supervisory: Management and Leadership Essentials - Level IV
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To help experienced staff develop the nontechnical skills needed to make their firm more
profitable by improving their ability to profitably manage multiple engagements, communicate
with staff, partners, and client personnel, and recognize and deliver value-added services.
EXPECTATIONS OF THE SUPERVISOR (4.4 Hours)
Participants develop an understanding of the criteria for performance of supervisory personnel
in CPA firms and learn why supervisors must perform significantly different functions than less
experienced staff. Participants’ attitudes about their changing role in the firm are discussed,
leading to an analysis of the supervisory function.
MANAGING SELF AND PRIORITIES (3.4 Hours)
Participants are introduced to techniques that are designed to help them balance their life and
work. Self-tests are used so that participants can determine how they currently use their time,
their delegation ability, and their work/life balance. Exercises and cases illustrate and provide
hands-on application for such activities as goal setting, prioritizing, organizing the work space,
limiting interruptions, learning to delegate, and utilizing assistants’ time efficiently.
IMPROVING COMMUNICATION SKILLS (3.6 Hours)
Cases and exercises are used to help participants learn the different ways supervisors
communicate and how to be more effective communicators. For example, two-way
communication, developing good listening habits, non-verbal communication, and acting as a
role model are all explored.
HUMAN MOTIVATION (4 Hours)
The purpose of this session is to help participants understand their own, as well as other people’s
needs, as a way to accomplish their goals and those of the firm. Participants learn about, and
obtain practice in applying basic motivational techniques. Significant time is spent discussing
motivating younger staff and the supervisor’s role in helping their firms retain higher-quality
staff. Self-tests are included so participants can identify managerial styles as well as potential
for change. Cases are used to relate skills to practical situations including supervising assistants,
dealing with partners, and resolving conflicts.
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Pricing — Per Participant
SUPERVISING, EVALUATING AND COACHING STAFF (3.6 Hours)
This session focuses on the supervisory skills needed in implementing effective on-the-job
training, making performance appraisals, and evaluating and counseling staff. This session
addresses the reasons for the many differences in assistants and how to deal effectively with staff
of different needs. Skills are practiced during in-class exercises using case studies and role plays
that emphasize difficulties public accountants face in supervising assistants.
HELPING YOUR CPA FIRM GROW (5 Hours)
This session begins by emphasizing three ways CPA firms grow: keeping existing clients satisfied,
expanding services to existing clients, and getting referrals from clients and contacts. Cases
and discussion are used to show participants ways to help their firm grow. Participants are
encouraged to learn how to effectively market these services to existing and prospective clients.
DELIVERY METHOD/RECOMMENDED CREDITS = Group Live, Group Internet Based, or Blended, 24 hr.
(Note: accredited CPE hours may vary from one accrediting agency to another).
RECOMMENDED STAFF EXPERIENCE: 3 to 4+ years*.
* Note: the experience level is only a guideline; actual experience may vary.
MATERIALS NEEDED: AHI course materials (provided). For Group Internet Based: reliable
Internet access, a webcam, and a microphone for participating in group discussions.
PROGRAM LEVEL/RECOMMENDED FIELDS OF STUDY:
Level = Intermediate to Advanced; Fields of Study = Business Management & Organization = 10.4 hr.,
Personal Development = 3.6 hr., Communications and Marketing = 6 hr., and Personnel/Human
Resources = 4 hr.
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Supervisory Plus: Advanced Management and Leadership Essentials - Level V
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Supervisory Plus: Advanced Management and Leadership Essentials is built as next-stage
learning programs beyond the nontechnical people management awareness covered in the
previous Level IV course, Supervisory: Management and Leadership Essentials. Our new Level
V course highlights leadership skills and situations that are common for Managers and Senior
Managers in today’s CPA firms.
WHAT IS EXPECTED OF THE MANAGER & SENIOR MANAGER (1 Hour)
• Characteristics of a Successful Engagement – What messages do you get from your
firm? What do Managers need to do to balance their focus on all the characteristics?
• The Manager & Senior Manager roles in the firm – How do they compare to the Senior/
Supervisor’s role? The importance of “ownership” for Managers and Senior Managers.
MANAGING SELF AND PRIORITIES (3.6 Hours)
• The big-picture view of prioritizing – revisiting the Covey Activity Matrix (from AHI’s Level
IV course)
• The ongoing daily approach to meeting priorities – the Allen “Getting Things Done”
System
• Productive, non-billable time needs in the firm – determining your most valuable niches
for Involvement now and in the future
• Managing your reputation and career prospects – identifying your career success routes,
enlisting Mentors & Feedback Allies, and building your Development Plan
BUILDING LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION SKILLS (4.2 Hours)
• Influence without Authority – using influence skills to build productivity with partners,
clients & staff
• Empowering Meeting Leadership & Facilitation Skills
LEADING OTHERS - COACHING AND DEVELOPING STAFF (4.2 Hours)
• On-the-Job Coaching & Development – using a coaching approach to build performance
and engagement
• Performance Feedback & the Art of Delivering it – feedback model and practice for using
within on-the-job coaching
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Pricing — Per Participant
•

Delegating for Development versus for Results – distinguishing between delegation
approaches covered in AHI’s Level IV program
Career Advising & Mentoring Others – skills for holding career conversations and
mentoring others’ development in the firm
Team Building for Managers & Senior Managers – assessing current team functioning
and identifying strategies for productively bringing engagement teams together

•
•

HELPING YOUR CPA FIRM GROW (3 Hours)
• Revisiting Three Levels of Firm Growth (from AHI’s Level IV course) – the manager’s role
• Expanding Services to Existing Clients – identifying the stages of business relationship
development, tactics for building Trusted Advisor status with current clients, and ways to
convert that status into new business opportunities
• Adding New Clients through Referrals – assessing your current networking skills &
comfort level; building effective new approaches
• The Technical Professional’s Role in Closing Sales – finding high skill/high comfort ways
to aid in direct business development activities within the firm
DELIVERY METHOD/RECOMMENDED CREDITS = Group Live or Group Internet Based, 16 hr.
(Note: accredited CPE hours may vary from one accrediting agency to another).
RECOMMENDED STAFF EXPERIENCE: 5+ years*.
* Note: the experience level is only a guideline; actual experience may vary.
MATERIALS NEEDED: AHI course materials (provided). For Group Internet Based: reliable
Internet access, a webcam, and a microphone for participating in group discussions.
PROGRAM LEVEL/RECOMMENDED FIELDS OF STUDY:
Level = Intermediate to Advanced; Fields of Study= Business Management & Organization = 1 hr.,
Personal Development = 9.8 hr. Communications and Marketing = 3 hr., and Personnel/Human
Resources = 2.2 hr.
Notes for AHI Courses for CPA Firm Professionals
I.
II.
III.

COURSE REGISTRATION: Varies by location. Attendance: 2 or 3 days, group live or group internet based portion.
For more information regarding refund, concerns, and/or program cancellation policies, please contact our offices at
760-444-6230.
AHI Associates is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of
continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State board of accountancy have final
authority on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be
submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors through its website: www.nasbaregistry.org.
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1-Day Leadership Courses for All Professionals – Overview

Management and Leadership Essentials

Advanced Management and Leadership
Essentials

Subjects Covered

Subjects Covered

•
•
•
•
•

Expectations of the manager
Managing self and priorities
Improving communication skills
Human motivation
Supervising, evaluating, and coaching
staff
• Promoting your organization with
existing and prospective customers/
clients*

• Expectations of the experienced
manager
• Managing self and priorities (the next
steps)
• Building leadership communication
skills
• Leading others – coaching and
developing staff

*Note that this subject may not be included if it does not
apply to the majority of the participants.
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Management and Leadership Essentials – 1-Day Leadership Course
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
To help professionals develop the management and leadership skills necessary for successful
careers. Participants will learn strategies to help their organizations through training and
retaining good people with effective leadership, communication, motivation, supervision,
evaluation, and coaching strategies. Finally, participants will learn how to promote their
organizations to existing and prospective customers/clients.
EXPECTATIONS OF THE MANAGER (1 Hour)
Participants develop an understanding of the criteria for performance of supervisory personnel
in organizations and learn why managers must perform significantly different functions than
less experienced staff. Participants will also identify and discuss the qualities of a good leader.
MANAGING SELF AND PRIORITIES (1.2 Hours)
Participants are introduced to techniques that are designed to help them function better as
managers. Self-tests are used so that participants can determine how they currently use their
time, how effectively they delegate, and their ability to achieve work/life balance. Exercises
illustrate and provide hands-on application for activities such as goal setting, prioritizing,
organizing the workspace, limiting interruptions, learning to delegate, and utilizing assistants’
time efficiently.
IMPROVING COMMUNICATION SKILLS (1.6 Hours)
Cases and exercises are used to help participants learn the different ways managers
communicate and how to be more effective communicators. For example, two-way
communication, developing good listening habits, non-verbal communication, and acting as a
role model are all explored.
HUMAN MOTIVATION (1.6 Hours)
The purpose of this session is to help participants understand their own and other people’s
needs to accomplish their goals and those of their organizations. Participants learn about and
obtain practice in applying basic motivational techniques.
Topics covered include employee engagement, management styles, and the difference between
manipulation and motivation. Participants will discuss the three primary motivators: fear,
incentive, and self-fulfillment.
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Pricing — Per Participant
SUPERVISING, EVALUATING, AND COACHING STAFF (1.6 Hours)
This session focuses on the supervisory skills needed for proper delegation to assistants, effective
on-the-job training, meaningful performance appraisals, and effective staff coaching. This
section addresses the reasons for the many differences in assistants and how to deal effectively
with staff with different needs. Skills are practiced during class using exercises that emphasize
difficulties that managers face in supervising assistants.
PROMOTING YOUR ORGANIZATION WITH EXISTING AND PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS/
CLIENTS (1 Hour)*
This session stresses the importance of everyone in an organization being committed to
retaining existing customers/clients, even those who aren’t in traditional sales or marketing
roles. Participants will explore the importance of promoting their organizations with existing
customers/clients to retain existing business and to sell additional products and services to
existing customers/clients. The traditional view of a “salesperson” is challenged by recognizing
that every person in a company or firm is capable of promoting their organization to ensure its
continuity and success.
*Note that this subject may not be included if it does not apply to the majority of the participants.
DELIVERY METHOD/RECOMMENDED CREDITS = Group Live or Group Internet Based, 8 hr.*
(Note: accredited CPE hours may vary from one accrediting agency to another).
RECOMMENDED STAFF EXPERIENCE: 5+ years*.
* Note: the experience level is only a guideline; actual experience may vary.
MATERIALS NEEDED: AHI course materials (provided). For Group Internet Based: reliable
Internet access, a webcam, and a microphone for participating in group discussions.
PROGRAM LEVEL/RECOMMENDED FIELDS OF STUDY:
Level = Intermediate to Advanced; Fields of Study= Business Management & Organization = 1 hr.,
Communications & Marketing = 1, Personal Development = 4 hr., and Personnel/Human
Resources = 2 hr.
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Advanced Management and Leadership Essentials –
1-Day Leadership Course
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
This program is built as a next-stage learning program beyond the nontechnical people
management skills covered in AHI’s first-level leadership course, Management and Leadership
Essentials. This courses highlights leadership skills and situations that are common for
managers in today’s professional environment. Participants will be encouraged to examine and
challenge their beliefs and approaches to managing and leading people.
What is Expected of the Manager? (1 Hour)
• Characteristics of a Successful Project – What messages do you get from your
organization? What do managers need to do to balance their focus on all the
characteristics of a successful project?
• The Manager Role in an Organization – How does the manager role compare to a lower
level supervisor role? The importance of “ownership” for managers.
Managing Self and Priorities (2 Hours)
• The Big-picture View of Prioritizing – Revisiting the Covey Activity Matrix (from AHI’s firstlevel Management and Leadership Essentials course)
• The Ongoing Daily Approach to Meeting Priorities – The Allen “Getting Things Done”
System
Building Leadership Communication Skills (2.2 Hours)
• The communication network for managers
• Influence without Authority – Using influence skills to build productivity with staff,
customers/clients, and senior management/owners
Leading Others – Coaching and Developing Staff (2.8 Hours)
• On-the-Job Coaching & Development – Using a coaching approach to build performance
and employee engagement
• Performance Feedback & the Art of Delivering it – Feedback model and practice for
using within on-the-job coaching
• Delegating for Development versus for Results – Distinguishing between delegation
approaches covered in AHI’s first-level Management and Leadership Essentials course
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•

Career Advising & Mentoring Others – Skills for holding career conversations and
mentoring others’ development in the organization
Team Building for Managers – Assessing current team functioning and identifying
strategies for productively bringing work teams together

•

DELIVERY METHOD/RECOMMENDED CREDITS = Group Live or Group Internet Based, 8 hr.
(Note: accredited CPE hours may vary from one accrediting agency to another).
RECOMMENDED EXPERIENCE LEVEL: 5+ years*.
* Note: the experience level is only a guideline; actual experience may vary.
MATERIALS NEEDED: AHI course materials (provided). For Group Internet Based: reliable
Internet access, a webcam, and a microphone for participating in group discussions.
PROGRAM LEVEL/RECOMMENDED FIELDS OF STUDY:
Level = Intermediate to Advanced; Fields of Study= Business Management & Organization = 1 hr.,
Personal Development = 2 hr., Communications and Marketing = 2.2 hr., and Personnel/Human
Resources = 2.8 hr.

Notes for AHI Courses for All Professionals
I.
II.
III.

COURSE REGISTRATION: Varies by location. Attendance: 1 day group live or group internet based.
For more information regarding refund, concerns, and/or program cancellation policies, please contact our offices at
760-444-6230.
AHI Associates is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of
continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State board of accountancy have final
authority on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be
submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors through its website: www.nasbaregistry.org.
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Discussion Leaders

AHI discussion leaders teach participants accounting tasks and skills in additional to the
foundational “why” the procedures are done. Participants are actively engaged with each other
for most of the day, not sitting and listening to a lecture or watching a computer. They discuss
and solve problems while being guided by experienced discussion leaders to maximize learning.
This results in a deeper level of training.
At AHI Associates, we believe that there are no shortcuts to true education.
Carol Borsum Sohn, CPA
Carol received her BA and MBA from Michigan State University in 1985. She spent eight years on
the audit staff of Plante Moran in Southfield, Michigan. Since leaving public accounting Carol
has been active in the profession working as a technical writer and editor with Al Arens. She is
currently the Director of Operations for Armond Dalton Publishers, Inc., in Okemos, Michigan,
which specializes in supplements for university-level financial, auditing, and accounting and
information systems courses. Carol is also a coauthor of two of Armond Dalton’s textbooks:
Computerized Accounting using QuickBooks Pro 2020, 6th Edition (with Al Arens and Dewey
Ward), and Computerized Auditing using ACL Data Analytics, 4th edition (with Al Arens and
Randal Elder). Carol has been extensively involved in the revisions of Arens’ bestselling auditing
textbook as well as all of AHI Associates’ staff training courses. Carol has been an AHI discussion
leader for over 25 years. Carol is also a member of the AICPA and the MICPA.
Anthony A. Cuozzo, Jr., CPA, CGFM
Anthony “Tony” A. Cuozzo, Jr. is Senior Advisor to Councilor, Buchanan & Mitchell, P.C. (CBM).
He has over 40 years of experience including specialties in not–for–profit organizations and
local governments. Tony has served as principal in charge of both 501(c)(3) and 6) organizations.
Additionally, Tony is a nationally recognized discussion leader for various accounting and
auditing courses for CPA firms and state CPA organizations. Tony conducts peer reviews of CPA
firms across the country, and is a current member of the Maryland Association of CPAs Peer
Review Committee. Certified Public Accountant, Maryland. Certified Government Financial
Manager. Licensed Insurance Agent, Life & Health Insurance, Maryland. Registered Investment
Advisor. Graduate, Strayer University. American Institute of CPAs. Maryland Association of CPAs.
Bruce Dunn, CPA
Bruce retired in 2017 from Maner Costerisan, a firm he joined in 1979. He has held many roles
at the firm, including Director of Audit Services, Director of Quality Control, Vice President,
Treasurer, Director of Education Practice Group, Director of the CPA Firm Practice Group and
Immediate Past President.
Beyond his leadership roles, he works closely with a diverse group of clients including school
districts, colleges, governmental entities, trade associations, nonprofit organizations, CPA firms
and closely-held businesses. He is known throughout the firm, and by his clients and colleagues,
as the go-to expert for matters regarding education entities, peer reviews and CPA advisory
services.
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Discussion Leaders

With over 30 years of experience in the accounting and consulting field, Bruce has assisted
clients with a broad range of technical and advisory issues. His specific experiences include
guiding a client through the process of locating and hiring a new CFO, and providing temporary
outsourced controllership services. In addition, Bruce has helped numerous clients implement
new accounting software into their existing systems. He often shares his extensive knowledge of
the industry by serving as a speaker for the Michigan Association of Certified Public Accountants
(MICPA) and the Michigan School Business Officials (MSBO). Bruce has also written several
articles for the Greater Lansing Business Monthly magazine and the MICPA.
Rich Ferdinand, CPA, MBA
Rich Ferdinand specializes in providing financial and general management services to the small
and medium sized business market (SMBs). Mr. Ferdinand has served as Chief Financial Officer
ranging from full time, interim or on a consulting basis for companies in various industries
that are either early stage or mature, as well as requiring turnaround assistance. He is a past
recipient of the Outstanding Instructor Award from the AICPA and a recipient of the Education
Foundation’s Award for Instructor Excellence and the Meritorious Service Award. He has
previously taught part time at UCLA in the undergraduate and graduate business programs. Mr.
Ferdinand is a licensed CPA in California and was formerly with Deloitte & Touche in Los Angeles.
A native of NJ, Mr. Ferdinand graduated from Colgate University and received his MBA from the
University of Chicago. He currently resides in New Hampshire with his wife and two daughters.
Steve Garrett, MBA, CPA
Steve is an independent consultant providing contract training services in the areas of financial
auditing, supervisory skills, career planning and leadership development. He resides in Chicago.
After obtaining his graduate degree in Human Resource Management from Indiana University
in 1986, he served for two years as Professional Recruiting Coordinator for the Amoco Corporation
Controller’s Department in Chicago. Steve also spent four years on the audit staff of a national
CPA firm in Cleveland, Ohio. His undergraduate degree is in Accounting from Miami University in
Oxford, Ohio.
Bonnie Kennedy, CPA
Bonnie has nearly 20 years of experience in the accounting profession in public and private
industry. She began in public practice with a regional accounting firm in New England before
taking a position as the Controller and CFO of a manufacturing firm. Bonnie is now a full-time
faculty member at an accredited university. With the regional CPA firm, Bonnie was involved
in recruiting, interviewing, and mentoring new staff. She also designed and conducted CPE
programs for the firm. After initial exposure to taxation and attestation work, Bonnie specialized
in audits of manufacturing companies and not-for-profit entities. She has taught accounting
and auditing courses at both the graduate and undergraduate levels, published articles in
scholarly journals, and presented at national conferences. Bonnie is a member of the AICPA and
the Rhode Island Society of CPAs.
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Discussion Leaders

Steven D. Masur, CPA
Steven “Steve” D. Masur is a retired partner in the accounting firm of Warady & Davis LLP., a
Deerfield, Illinois firm with over 65 professionals and administrative staff. Formerly, Steve was
partner and later a sole practitioner with Friedman & Masur, Ltd. He began his career with a
national CPA firm and has been, until his retirement, in the practice of public accounting for over
43 years.
He received his BS and MAS in Accountancy from the University of Illinois. While with the
national firm, he taught in–house training courses for new employees. He has also taught staff
level training programs for the AICPA. Steve is a member of the Illinois CPA Society, served as
chairman of Managing an Accounting Practice committee and served as membership chairman.
He is also active in several community organizations.
Sonny Walker Morris, CPA
Sonny is a Director with the firm of Shelton & Company, CPAs P.C., specializing in serving solely
construction contractor clients within the Mid-Atlantic. Previously he was the interim CFO for
Lynchburg Steel & Specialty Company for four years while also growing a private practice in
Lynchburg, Virginia. He has over twenty-five years of experience in public accounting with a
focus in construction consulting, assurance and tax services for small business, as well as forensic
examination and expert witness as a certified fraud examiner. He also has experience auditing
employee benefit plans and not–for–profit entities. Sonny has been instructing AHI Staff Training
courses since 1997.
Garrett Wagner, CPA/CITP
Garrett is an industry thought leader on a mission, to fuel the entrepreneurial spirit and passion
within the industry. With his ability to break free from the traditional CPA box, Garrett has
embraced the entrepreneurial mindset and is on a mission to help others embrace the skills and
knowledge needed to succeed. Garrett focuses on monitoring the evolving technologies and
best practices in the industry to achieve the highest degree of success without being afraid to
break free from traditional methods. Garrett’s background includes working inside successful
CPA firms, speaking at conferences and events, and consulting for CPA firms across the country
helping them to ignite lasting change by understanding the unique needs of each firm
organization. Garrett believes that the public accounting landscape is undergoing a tremendous
change and that by focusing on developing the next generation of leaders through education
and leveraging technology any sized firm can be successful.
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Testimonials

“Materials that I learned in this course, I used or at least considered the next day at work. And I
found most of the material to benefit my studying for the CPA exam.”
“Very good program. I have gained a lot of knowledge.”
“I am recommending her classes to others in my firm as well.”
“I thought the program was extremely useful for my level at my firm. I feel more confident in
planning and conducting a successful audit.”
“This course was excellent. I feel it was very useful and relevant to my profession.”
“I loved this training. I am very motivated to implement these strategies.”
“Some of the best CPE I’ve been involved in.”
“Very well done and presented. I will take a lot with me as I progress in my career.”
“I have learned things that I will be able to use in my current and future roles as a public
accountant.”
“Very helpful and the knowledge gained will improve my performance.”
“I will tell others about this course.”
“Great class! Best CPE course I’ve been to so far. Relevant info, good discussions & great
instruction.”
“The material in this program is really great and very relevant to my career and development.”
“…very applicable to my current position and has already increased my performance on audits.”
“I enjoyed the seminar and thought it was very useful to bring back to the firm and put to use
especially the effective use of time & goal setting.”
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Superior Results From
Better Trained Staff

Contact Us
AHI Associates Sales Office
1938 Kellogg Avenue
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Doris.Karras@ahiassociates.com
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